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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mary: Hello all! As Pam said, our topic today is Cataloging with an EDIA focus. I am Mary Cornell, a cataloger here at the CMC.Katy: And I am Katy Egts, a metadata cataloger at the CMC.

mailto:mcornell@illnoisheartland.org
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Katy: Our agenda today includes: *read above*



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mary: I have worked in public and academic libraries, as well as for a vendor before joining the CMC in October 2021. I have my MLIS from Wayne State University and a degree in Creative Writing from Western Michigan University. Outside of being your friendly neighborhood librarian, I’m an amateur photographer, huge movie nerd, sometimes writer, sometimes gamer (roll initiative), cat mom to a tuxedo cat, Merlin, and a real-life hobbit.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Katy: I am the Metadata Cataloger at the CMC. Previously I worked as a cataloger with SHARE and before that for a public library. I earned my MLIS from the University of Illinois in Champaign-Urbana and have degrees in English. I like to spend my time playing board games & games like Dungeons & Dragons with my partner and now that the weather is cooler, taking walks with my two excitable pups. I also have an extremely friendly cat who likes to think he's a dog. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mary: First, we wanted to address why we’re using the acronym EDIA vs DEIA. We found this quote about placing equity first that we feel explains the importance well. “Placing equity before diversity and inclusion focuses on the belief that without equity, efforts to promote diversity and inclusion are laudable, but not sustainable. To enact equity is to provide all people with fair opportunities to attain their full potential,” – This is a quote from Renée Smith-Maddox from “Equality at the Forefront of New Equity, Diversity and Inclusion Committee” by Lynn Lipinski for the University of Southern California Suzanne Dworak-Peck School of Social Work



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Katy: Before we fully begin our presentation, we do want to acknowledge one thing: Doing EDIA work definitely can be intimidating! You might not know where to begin, where to find resources, what terms to use, you might be afraid to say the “wrong” thing, or you might feel like your voice doesn’t matter. These are all thoughts that we still sometimes have. We want to be clear in the beginning here and say that neither of us are true experts on all aspects of equity, diversity, inclusion, and access. We are both still very much learning and growing, too, and it is from this position that we created this presentation - and the feeling that there are probably many others out there like us, who want to learn more but maybe don’t know where to start. Work in equity, diversity, inclusion, and access is immensely broad and absolutely cannot be covered in this presentation – nor should it be able to be. What we do plan to cover, however, is an introduction to the main tenets or values of EDIA work, some examples of how you could begin incorporating an EDIA focus in your own cataloging, where to look to become more involved in these conversations outside of your library, and then we will recommend some other general resources to help you get started in your research and education. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mary: We have several points we want share about the values of EDIA work and cataloging. Firstly, Equity work in libraries promotes fairness in relations between individuals in society and equal access to wealth, opportunities, and social privilege. When doing the work of EDIA, we recognize that there are equity, diversity, inclusion, and accessibility issues and obstacles.When we do the work of EDIA, we’re addressing the bias in LCSH, including the politically driven vs. people driven or natural language concepts that could be utilized in LCSH terminology.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Katy: It’s often found that there is an inconsistency in creation of subject headings, personal names, and geographic names/subject headings, such as in incorrect spelling, lack of information, particularly with non-Romanized languages.LCSH is white-centric and Christian centric.LCSH often uses problematic language.Cataloging work is not neutral & never has been – remaining “neutral” & objective in our decisions is a myth – every decision benefits someone & historically it’s usually been those with the most powerAs catalogers, we are told to remain neutral, unbiased, and objective in our cataloging decisions, and that these are the values that shaped the cataloging decisions made before us. Objectivity and neutrality are a myth – an ideal that no human, or cataloger, could ever fully achieve. We all come to the table with experiences that shape our unconscious biases that often help support a larger system that from its conception also has bias and prejudice built into it. To catalog with an EDIA focus, it is our job to be aware of our own biases and to acknowledge that we can never truly be neutral or objective in our decision making. We can, however, make decisions that prioritize inclusivity, respect, and a desire to support voices that have historically been marginalized. Biased decisions are already being made every day by every one of us in our roles as catalogers. Often what is thought to be “neutral” are choices that benefit the status quo and a system that was inherently built with certain biases and prejudices from its very beginnings. E.g. Christianity taking up almost ALL of the 200s in the DDC; white, male, heterosexual, able-bodied, and cisgender being the default in the catalog – and all others defined in comparison to that, as Other.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mary: To build on Katy’s last point, we’re sharing a comic created by Joel Christian Gill that talks about Melvin Dewey and how the origins of the Dewey Decimal were and how the system still based on those origins are racist. We have the source for this comic in full at the end of our presentation.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mary: Now, we’d like to offer some suggestions about what you can do at your library.Create local headings or find local headings from other thesauri to replace outdated/harmful headings in LCSH.Consider terminology such as Homosaurus, MESH, etc.Run a collection diversity audit.This is a count or percentage of titles in your collection that are made up of non-dominant voices. The material should reflect the diversity of your community and the country.Why should you run an audit? The industry of publishing is not set up to do the work for librarians. A webinar by Indiana librarian Kymberlee Powe goes into this at length and we would highly recommend that. By doing this work, libraries are working toward inclusivity. Talk with your vendor about local authority record updates via a profile. (If you buy vendor items, you can have a vendor update local authority records.)Create an in-house EDIA group to talk about problematic headings/classifications you may have come across in your work (LCSH) and creating local headings to replace them.Create local authority records. There may be times where you have authors, creators, etc. that are local, that you have a relationship with as a library or local knowledge of and can maintain their record locally in a manner that fits your library’s needs. If you can maintain your authority files locally, this is an option. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Katy: Create an in-house EDIA group focused on reading articles/books and watching documentaries and discussing the concepts & values presented by other scholars & practitioners in our field.Review the classification systems you use (Dewey, LC) and work towards addressing some of the structural issues embedded in those systems.The .Nx cutter to a .Bx cutter so that the collection is searchable under “Black” as opposed to “Negro” All works about the art of indigenous peoples of America are currently shelved under history as opposed to the other art books – moving works about modern indigenous art to be with the art books might be a good idea, too.Consider an alternate classification system. Think like a user: use more natural language in your catalog (terms users are more likely to actually search for)Work to update bibliographic records & item labels when an author/creator’s name changes & remove references, especially to deadnames, in records



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Katy: In March 2021, former metadata cataloger Erin Rose and CMC cataloger, Heidi Margold founded the Ethics in Cataloging Group for internal IHLS (SHARE and CMC) catalogers with the goal of creating a monthly discussion group designed to help anyone interested gain a better understanding of EDIA-related conversations and issues pertaining to cataloging and library services. A group member will propose a related article, documentary, or other resource for the group to familiarize themselves with and then they would meet to discuss the work and how the practices and values introduced could possibly be adopted or adapted by IHLS catalogers. Mary and Katy are now the current co-chairs of the committee.Thus far, the committee has met to discuss different articles, documentaries, and ethics statements. Throughout our time together we strive to foster an open, welcoming, and non-judgmental environment that recognizes that everyone is in the process of learning, very much including ourselves. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mary: Next we’re going to look at how can you participate outside your library? We’re looking at a couple of consortium groups in Illinois here.We’re looking at a couple of consortium groups in Illinois here.DEI in Metadata Networking Group (RAILS):In Fall of 2021, a group was announced through the RAILS consortium called Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) in Metadata Networking Group. The aim of this group is “to foster the importance of a shared understanding of the inclusive library metadata practices in Illinois libraries. This group will also provide advice and support for Illinois libraries to create and maintain more equitable, diverse, and inclusive metadata content.” There are four work groups including: LGBTQ+, Immigration, Disabilities/Accessibility and Native American subject headings. All groups are still actively looking for members. If you are interested in joining one of those subgroups or would like to go to one of their bimonthly meetings, you can find more information about the group at their website.Katy and I are both currently members of the networking group, working with the LGBTQ+ working group. This group’s focus is to create a resource that offers guidance to Illinois library staff about subject and genre headings, as well as personal names “with content relating to LGBTQ+ people, concepts, communities, and topics.” This work has included looking at subject headings in LCSH, the Homosaurus, genre headings, personal names. We’ve talked about questions that you as librarians might ask about practices, how to navigate different practical cataloging challenges, etc. Another group available in Illinois is a consortium group through SWAN, a consortium in northern Illinois. From one of their events: “This is a working group tasked with reviewing SWAN's catalog metadata to ensure it is equitable, modern, and respectful to minority and marginalized groups. Subject headings, name access points, and other descriptive language are all possible topics.” If you’re a SWAN library member and would like to join this group, you can search L2 to find one of their meetings. 
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Presentation Notes
Katy: Submit proposals for subject headings. LoC is now beginning to accept user warrant as enough justification for terminology to be changed/added. (Preemptively go through SACO training so you can submit proposals for subject headings!)Can also submit to the Cataloging Lab websiteParticipate in SACO funnels. PCC SACO Funnel Projects - SACO - Program for Cooperative Cataloging (Library of Congress) (loc.gov)If you aren’t NACO trained, go through the NACO training process. Begin creating NACO names, update issues if you see them in any names you might be updating.Attend LCSH editorial meetings – now open to everyone.Respond to the LoC’s monthly Tentative List emails – in support or opposition of newly proposed headings/changes to headings.Previous Tentative lists: Subject Heading Tentative Monthly Lists (classweb.org)Mary: Join the Queer Metadata Collective: “The Queer Metadata Collective is a group of cataloguers, librarians, archivists, scholars, museum and information professionals with a concerted interest in improving the description and classification of queer people in Galleries, Libraries, Archives, Museums, and Special Collections (GLAMS) and other information systems. The Collective’s primary goal is to develop a set of best practices for the description, cataloging, and classification of queer information resources in GLAMS.”  I joined this collective a few months back and am a part of the Names/Naming workgroup. We just had our first meeting. My group’s purpose at this point in time is to develop policies and procedures for name/record authorities and naming policies. 



• Canadian Research Knowledge Network. Interim 
Indigenous Subject Headings 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1uPI55rp
GEQT7OP3uJWVm2KWZ0RpaznaW/edit#gid=584
739606

• Cataloging Lab: Cataloging Lab – experiment with 
controlled vocabularies

• Cataloging Lab: Problem LCSH
• Cataloguing Code of Ethics: Cataloguing Code of 

Ethics - Google Docs by the Cataloging Ethics 
Steering Committee: Cataloging Ethics Steering 
Committee Website (google.com)

• “Change the Subject Documentary” by Dartmouth 
Library: Change the Subject Documentary | Full 
Length | - YouTube

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Katy: Next, we are going to offer out some resources that we’ve found in our research that could benefit your EDIA cataloging.Canadian Research Knowledge Network. Interim Indigenous Subject Headings https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1uPI55rpGEQT7OP3uJWVm2KWZ0RpaznaW/edit#gid=584739606The Canadian Research Knowledge Network are stewards of the Canadian collection, which includes a collection of 60 million digitized items. They made it a goal to decolonize Canadian metadata and created this spreadsheet of interim subject headings “as a stop-gap measure while a national vocabulary is being established.”Cataloging Lab: Cataloging Lab – experiment with controlled vocabulariesThis is a hub for catalogers to experiment with controlled vocabulary, but also includes information about SACO funnels, topics in critical cataloging and much more.Cataloging Lab: Problem LCSHThis is compilation of problematic subject headings that are currently within the Library of Congress subject headings. It also includes a list of preferred terminology.Cataloguing Code of Ethics: Cataloguing Code of Ethics - Google Docs by the Cataloging Ethics Steering Committee: Cataloging Ethics Steering Committee Website (google.com)This includes a cataloging code of ethics, including a scope, principles to work by and the committee who created it.“Change the Subject Documentary” by Dartmouth Library: Change the Subject Documentary | Full Length | - YouTubeA fantastic documentary about students and a librarian at Dartmouth who worked to try to have the subject heading "illegal aliens" changed in the Library of Congress Subject Headings.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1uPI55rpGEQT7OP3uJWVm2KWZ0RpaznaW/edit#gid=584739606
https://cataloginglab.org/
https://cataloginglab.org/problem-lcsh/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1IBz7nXQPfr3U1P6Xiar9cLAkzoNX_P9fq7eHvzfSlZ0/edit
https://sites.google.com/view/cataloging-ethics/home
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1SroscdR7-Y


• Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie. The danger of a single story. 
https://www.ted.com/talks/chimamanda_ngozi_adichie_the_
danger_of_a_single_story?language=en#t-95740

• Diverse Book Finder. https://diversebookfinder.org/
• Homosaurus: Homosaurus Vocabulary Site
• Illinois Library Association. Diversity Committee. 

https://www.ila.org/about/committee/5/diversity-committee 
• X̱wi7x̱wa Library. BC First Nations Subject Headings. 

https://branchxwi7xwa.sites.olt.ubc.ca/files/2011/09/bcfn.pdf
• Jensen, Karen. Doing a YA Collection Diversity Audit: 

Resources and Sources (Part 3). 
https://teenlibrariantoolbox.com/2017/11/02/doing-a-
diversity-audit-resources-and-sources-part-3/

• Jensen, Karen. Library Journal’s Equity in Action: Doing a 
Diversity Audit. 
https://teenlibrariantoolbox.com/2018/10/24/library-journals-
equity-in-action-doing-a-diversity-audit/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mary: Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie. The danger of a single story. https://www.ted.com/talks/chimamanda_ngozi_adichie_the_danger_of_a_single_story?language=en#t-95740This is a TED talk presented by – and if you have never seen it, we recommend it.Diverse Book Finder. https://diversebookfinder.org/A great tool to use during diversity audits. Kymberlee Powe who we mentioned earlier suggested this during her webinar about book audits.Homosaurus: Homosaurus Vocabulary SiteThis is the foremost thesauri for LGBTQIA+ terminology. It is edited and maintained by librarians.And just so you know, the SHARE consortium has also decided to include this thesauri as part of their resources for cataloging.Illinois Library Association. Diversity Committee. https://www.ila.org/about/committee/5/diversity-committee This is our state-based EDIA library committee. You can also find ILA’s policy about DEI on this site, which for anyone looking to write policy as they go forward could be a helpful tool. X̱wi7x̱wa Library. First Nations House Of Learning. BC First Nations Subject Headings. https://branchxwi7xwa.sites.olt.ubc.ca/files/2011/09/bcfn.pdfX̱wi7x̱wa Library, First Nations House Of Learning, has created these headings that are in use locally at the University of British Columbia. They also have a classification system they have created that is based off of the Brian Deer Classification system. If you work with Indigenous collections or materials, this is a valuable resource. Jensen, Karen. Doing a YA Collection Diversity Audit: Resources and Sources (Part 3). https://teenlibrariantoolbox.com/2017/11/02/doing-a-diversity-audit-resources-and-sources-part-3/Karen Jensen has created a whole host of information about doing diversity audits. The next two resources we listed are looking at the work of a diversity audit and we included the second link, because it looks specifically at equity. Jensen, Karen. Library Journal’s Equity in Action: Doing a Diversity Audit. https://teenlibrariantoolbox.com/2018/10/24/library-journals-equity-in-action-doing-a-diversity-audit

https://www.ted.com/talks/chimamanda_ngozi_adichie_the_danger_of_a_single_story?language=en#t-95740
https://diversebookfinder.org/
https://homosaurus.org/
https://www.ila.org/about/committee/5/diversity-committee
https://branchxwi7xwa.sites.olt.ubc.ca/files/2011/09/bcfn.pdf
https://teenlibrariantoolbox.com/2017/11/02/doing-a-diversity-audit-resources-and-sources-part-3/
https://teenlibrariantoolbox.com/2018/10/24/library-journals-equity-in-action-doing-a-diversity-audit/


• List of SACO funnels: PCC SACO Funnel 
Projects - SACO - Program for Cooperative 
Cataloging (Library of Congress) (loc.gov)

• Oregon Library Association. Equity, Diversity, 
Inclusion & Antiracism Toolkit. 
https://www.oregon.gov/Library/libraries/Docu
ments/OLA%20EDI%20Toolkit/OLA_TOOLKI
T_Hard_Copy%202021_02_11.pdf

• Powe, Kymberlee. Kym’s Diversity Audit 
Template. Excel Download.

• Transmetadata Collective. 
https://transmetadatacollective.org/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Katy: List of SACO funnels: PCC SACO Funnel Projects - SACO - Program for Cooperative Cataloging (Library of Congress) (loc.gov)If you are SACO trained, looking to become SACO trained, or interested in SACO work, you can find more information about the different SACO channels here. Oregon Library Association. Equity, Diversity, Inclusion & Antiracism Toolkit. https://www.oregon.gov/Library/libraries/Documents/OLA%20EDI%20Toolkit/OLA_TOOLKIT_Hard_Copy%202021_02_11.pdfThis is a production of the combined work of librarians from the Oregon Library Association. It contains a wealth of information. Not only does it speak on EDIA cataloging and collections, it also speaks on creating policies, workplace practices, and staffing. Powe, Kymberlee. Kym’s Diversity Audit Template. Excel Download.This is a spreadsheet template for a diversity audit if anyone is interested. Indiana librarian Kymberlee Powe created this. Her fantastic webinar that also includes this is in our sources.Transmetadata Collective. https://transmetadatacollective.org/“The Collective’s primary goal was to develop a set of best practices for the description and classification of trans and gender diverse information resources. This report has now been released.” The collective’s report includes how to use existing LCSH, how to address gaps within LCSH, how to handle name authority records, and more. 

https://www.loc.gov/aba/pcc/saco/funnelsaco.html
https://www.oregon.gov/Library/libraries/Documents/OLA%20EDI%20Toolkit/OLA_TOOLKIT_Hard_Copy%202021_02_11.pdf
https://protect2.fireeye.com/v1/url?k=77e8f4df-2873cc3b-77ecbddf-8621b744bf41-6951a18747cea111&q=1&e=6e46a7c2-d64f-4fbb-bbd7-cab72390131f&u=https%3A%2F%2Fgcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com%2F%3Furl%3Dhttps%253A%252F%252Flibguides.ctstatelibrary.org%252Fld.php%253Fcontent_id%253D60982031%26data%3D04%257C01%257Cjdwyer%2540library.ohio.gov%257Ca89dc94c9fa74907472308d9c9601cc0%257C50f8fcc494d84f0784eb36ed57c7c8a2%257C0%257C0%257C637762237797894807%257CUnknown%257CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%253D%257C3000%26sdata%3Dd7eCodPoigi57ikbpEVFZwbctBNJpcNdYrHNHA4jRiE%253D%26reserved%3D0
https://transmetadatacollective.org/


• Authority Control Interest Group. DEI Subject Headings 
Enhancements at DPL. September 2022. 
https://connect.ala.org/core/communities/community-
home/librarydocuments?attachments=&communitykey=fc0061ae-
d73d-4422-bbfd-
1ace20851317&defaultview=&libraryentry=b612f435-2232-453f-
b52f-
d963fba6aca5&libraryfolderkey=&pageindex=0&pagesize=12&searc
h=&sort=most_recent&viewtype=row

• Canadian Research Knowledge Network. Decolonizing Canadiana
Metadata: An Overdue Step in Removing Harmful Subject Headings. 
https://www.crkn-rcdr.ca/en/decolonizing-canadiana-metadata-
overdue-step-removing-harmful-subject-headings 

• Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) in Metadata networking group. 
https://www.railslibraries.info/groups/252353

• Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) in Metadata Networking Group 
of Illinois. https://deimetadatanetworking.wordpress.com/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mary: We have listed in the next few slides our resources.

https://connect.ala.org/core/communities/community-home/librarydocuments?attachments=&communitykey=fc0061ae-d73d-4422-bbfd-1ace20851317&defaultview=&libraryentry=b612f435-2232-453f-b52f-d963fba6aca5&libraryfolderkey=&pageindex=0&pagesize=12&search=&sort=most_recent&viewtype=row
https://www.crkn-rcdr.ca/en/decolonizing-canadiana-metadata-overdue-step-removing-harmful-subject-headings
https://www.railslibraries.info/groups/252353
https://deimetadatanetworking.wordpress.com/


• Equality at the Forefront of New Equity, Diversity and Inclusion 
Committee. University of Southern California, School of Social 
Work. https://dworakpeck.usc.edu/news/equality-the-forefront-of-
new-equity-diversity-and-inclusion-
committee#:~:text=Equity%20first&text=Placing%20equity%20befo
re%20diversity%20and,%2C%E2%80%9D%20Smith%2DMaddox
%20said.

• Gill, Joel Christian. Everything’s Racist Comic: Dewey Decimal 
System 
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/04/29/opinion/everythings-
racist-comic-dewey-decimal-system/

• McKinley, Elizabeth, Fischer, Rachel, and Brandwein, Scott. 
Working Towards a More Inclusive Catalog. Illinois Library 
Association Conference. October 20, 2022.

• Powe, Kymberlee. From Diversity to Inclusion: How to Audit Your 
Collection and Why. https://continuinged.isl.in.gov/from-diversity-to-
inclusion-how-to-audit-your-collection-and-why-1-leu/

• Queer Metadata Collective. https://queermetadatacollective.org/

https://dworakpeck.usc.edu/news/equality-the-forefront-of-new-equity-diversity-and-inclusion-committee#:%7E:text=Equity%20first&text=Placing%20equity%20before%20diversity%20and,%2C%E2%80%9D%20Smith%2DMaddox%20said
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/04/29/opinion/everythings-racist-comic-dewey-decimal-system/
https://continuinged.isl.in.gov/from-diversity-to-inclusion-how-to-audit-your-collection-and-why-1-leu/
https://queermetadatacollective.org/


• Social Justice in Cataloging : A Roundtable Discussion. Middle 
East Librarians Association. https://youtu.be/muKQJ_lTGZwre

• Transmetadata Collection. Metadata Best Practices for Trans 
and Gender Diverse Resources. 
https://zenodo.org/record/6686841#.Y2PwJ3ZKguU

https://youtu.be/muKQJ_lTGZwre
https://zenodo.org/record/6686841#.Y2PwJ3ZKguU


ON THE CALL TODAY
Questions? Contact the CMC: 

cmc@illinoisheartland.org

Barbera Scoby
CMC Cataloger

Dr. Pamela Thomas
CMC Bibliographic 
Grant Manager

Eric McKinney
CMC Cataloger

Mary Cornell
CMC Cataloger

Katy Egts
Metadata Cataloger

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On the call today are Barb Scoby, Dr. Pamela Thomas, Mary Cornell (me), Eric McKinney, and Katy Egts.

mailto:cmc@illinoisheartland.org
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